
Young BusinessYoung Business
AcademyAcademy
Grade 8-12 | Age 13-17 



YBA is a 6-months program that provides
young leaders a platform to solve challenges

that bother them, create solutions that are
unique to them, and most importantly, urges

them to go beyond just ideating. 
 

Students learn from successful entrepreneurs
and experts, and leave the program with strong
entrepreneurial skills, a customized business

system, and guaranteed customers! 
 

Ages 13 - 17 | Grade 8 - 12 

Rs. 80,000 + GST  

60 Min Weekly Call with
Mentor 

Access to Recorded Lectures
for 1 Year 

Duration: 6 Months
Apply Now

https://www.thebigredgroup.com/yba-application-form
https://www.thebigredgroup.com/yba-application-form


Our Solopreneur Roadmap will lead you all the way from building your foundation to getting well-
paying clients. The program is structured in 3 phases:

You will focus on building a
rock-solid foundation for your
business, from identifying the
target audience to figuring
out price strategies.

Here you will ensure the
system is ready to be
launched by looking at
components such as
payments and taxes. You
will finish the adventure
strong with your new and
improved system!

First Phase: Second Phase:

Here you will build on it further
and create a foolproof engine
for your system that will help
you every step of the way.

Third Phase:
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YBA Entrepreneurial Journey

Phase 1 (Foundation)

Identify your target audience so you know exactly who
your ideal client is and more importantly, which clients
you shouldn't be wasting your time on

Turn your idea, service, skill, or expertise into a kickass
user experience for your client so they can't wait to
start working with you

Nail down your positioning so your prospects don't
just understand what you do, but start thinking of you
and what you provide exactly how you want them to

Figure out exactly how to price yourself using tried and
tested strategies that will be compelling to your clients
and differentiate you from the competition, without
having to compromise on your worth

This phase of your roadmap is focused on building a rock-
solid foundation on which everything else will be layered.



Build the overall architecture of your sales funnel to
fit your specific skill, service, or expertise

Deep dive into lead generating strategies that are
guaranteed to get your target audience interested in
you and what you provide

Script out exactly what you're going to say/write to
prospects at every step of the sales process, whether
in person, over a call, email, message, or video
recording

This phase of your roadmap is focused on launching a
high-converting funnel that will act as the engine of your
system.

Phase 2 (Funnel)

Review all the different components of your system
with a fine-tooth comb to insure its ready to go

Set up and improve all the back end like payment
links, invoicing, registration, taxes, etc

Launch your system and do what it takes to start
getting well-paying clients

Fine-tune your system based on insights, inputs, and
results

This phase of your roadmap is focused on ensuring you
fill in any and all gaps and finish the adventure strong by
going live with your new and improved system.

Phase 3 (Finish strong)



 FULLY LOADED TOOLKIT 

We don't want you to watch all
the videos in the Solopreneur
Roadmap and then wonder
what to do with all your new
knowledge. So every single part
of the roadmap is linked to your
very own personal workbook
with ready-to-use templates, so
you can build your system in
real-time.

LIVE BUSINESS COACHING CALLS
- WEEKLY X 60 MINUTES

Your coaches will be with you
every step of the way. You can
use the weekly call to ask any
questions you might have, get
expert feedback on what you've
built, learn from the other
(actual) entrepreneurs in the
community, or simply use it to
keep the momentum going!

EXCLUSIVE SLACK GROUP

Get unlimited access to our thriving digital community where you can connect with other entrepreneurs and potential
clients, give your perspective to others as they give theirs, and share your adventure with your ultimate tribe and
cheerleaders! 

MONTHLY HACKATHON

At the start of every month, the YBA
cohort assembles for an
immersive hackathon to meet and
learn from expert entrepreneurs.
Expert coaches share tools and
techniques to equip and version up
leadership (problem-solving,
creative thinking, critical thinking
techniques). The goal is to start
every month strong.



Create a bias towards collaboration by experiencing a community of co-creators, mentors, co-
conspirators who motivate, challenge, and support

Gives you the knowledge, skills, and mindsets to not just be a great thinker but a business savvy,
confident entrepreneur -let's not just talk about what we would do, let's actually know how to do it!

Provides you the roadmap to turn your entrepreneurial idea into a business, go from zero to one
with speed and clarity, and instills in you a bias towards action.

Enables system and strategic thinking

Shifts confident teenagers to committed leaders



Learn what our young entrepreneurs have launched
through the YBA program



"I've always had a vague idea of what I've wanted to do, but
over the past months with YBA, they've helped me internalize my
idea, helping me truly understand the purpose (what, why,
where, when, who, and how) of my project, moving from the big
misconception of 'my project' to 'our movement' as an
entrepreneur, and analyzing what was and wasn't working after
every week of hard work, all of which helped me see the bigger
scope and picture of my idea. Constantly coming back to the
problem to be solved and not always craving for the solution
was my own major takeaway from the
program and is something that is relevant to my project.
Overall, it was an insightful experience for me and I believe that
Young Business Academy has propelled me closer towards
achieving my goal. I am thrilled to have experienced the
entrepreneurial bug :)" 

Founder of ThirdEYE 



"I’m Arzoo, a 16-year-old, founder of The Outlooklab, living in
India. As an individual who is self-aware thanks to the many
opportunities I’ve made the most of, I wanted to reach out and
create a safe space, a platform where individuals could express
themselves freely. 

Luckily I was able to attend the Young Business Academy
program for young leaders. This gave me the motivation to take
this passion and convert it into a personal project. This is why I
created The Outlooklab in order to educate and empower
people in hope of bringing about change within society for the
better while also breaking the stereotype of a single story. It was
originally supposed to last for a short period of time but it
ended up learned new skills, building my personal profile, and
become better human overall. I have not just started but am
continuing to grow my tribe with 800+ followers. 

The program really helped me curate my ideas into something
special that would last for a long time. Everything I learned from
it helped me understand the ways in which I can surge." 

Founder of Outlooklab



Kriti Thakur is a learning coach and
pedagogy expert with 8+ years in the
education, social impact, and coaching
field. Kriti is a lawyer and social impact
warrior. Her mission is to equip and
empower young leaders and unleash
potential with entrepreneurship and
creative confidence. She comes with rich
experience and exposure from Georgetown
University, University of Geneva, UPenn, and
Indian Law Society. She has worked with
1000+ youngsters across the top 10 schools
in India.

Kriti Thakur



Become the best version of yourself:
A great thinker and a confident

entrepreneur! 

 

+91-931-045-0013 info@thebigredgroup.com www.thebigredgroup.com 

Apply Now & Start Your Journey

https://www.thebigredgroup.com/yba-application-form
https://www.facebook.com/thebigredgroup/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/thebigredgroup/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5j0LK5NvW30&t=3s
https://www.instagram.com/thebigredgroup/
https://www.thebigredgroup.com/yba-application-form

